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A Framework for Understanding Learning from Audio-Visual Media

want ro show how decisions made by individual academics and producers, by

c.ou7-se teams, and by University and BBC management, have influenced tie way

student', have learned or failed to learn - from audio-visual media ,t

open University. These conclusions are based on results from over 30 major

research studies of Open University audio-visual media carried out over the

last eight years. mainly, but nct entirely, by 1ET's Audio-Visual Media

2esearch Grout.

-owever, it is first necessary to place these results within a more genera'

cra,w2work of student learning at the Open University. Firstly, television,

-adio, and cassettes form only a Dart of a student's course. Thus any

research into learning from different media must as far as possible be

placed in the full context of a student's learning experience. Also,

learning from media in the Open University is affected by a wide var:ety

of factors, and these factors tend to be inter-related. For instance the

course team's policy towards the assessment of broadcast material will

affect not only the way many students will approach the programmes, but may

determine whether or not a student will watch at all; the benefit a student

obtain,: from a programme will be affected by how far he has got in the

read7ny of the correspondence texts: and tnat in turn will be influenced

by the timing of the TMA's.

-he research has shown over and over again the inter-:-elatedness of a

4:de raroe of factors determining how or what students learn from audio-

v:sual media (see E,dtes, 1980 for a full description of the variable,

'earnino from Open University television). While this inter - relatedness will

-Lome aF. no surprise, it means that the research results need to be descri'-ed

and Interpreted very carefully.

am anxious to orescnt the results from what is in effect a large body o'

research in the way most helpful to course designers and Unikursity

and to do this, I
shall try and link the research to areas of decision -male nu.

However, the inter-relatedness of the many factors which influence studen

learning from different media makes a "sequential" or "linear" presentation

of results difficnit and indeed misleading. Such a presentation could

suggest an obstacle --ice, a set of hurdles to clear, before learning from

media can take place. It is certainly true that there are some conditions

which are more important than others in influencing student learning. After

all, if a student cannot or will not see a programme because of the time at

whi':h it is transmitted, he is not ,ioing to learn from it, no matter how well
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it ,a7 have been made. However, learners are generally highly adaptive.

'he :uccess or etheiwise of a programme rarely depends on any one single

`actor - orov:ded the student watches a programme, he may gain benviit

irom even a poorly produced i_rogramme, if other conditions are right..

In 5uch circumstances, ;t would be foolish to try and lay down rules or

00;r4e'ines on the basis of the research. I have therefore tried to pre5L

nc2 r,..;Its in ,, way which will lead to greater understanding of how ,todtn:
,

'earn 'rom media Or :n ,) way which will provide some insight into student ',h

me n.? -ere Ur tk(2 !,2ar, ng nrocess, however, requires individual

4,our.

r e , i f : ' 1 ' 5 i I Mokt,,,

the'r ow, judgem2nt about how best to use such information, in the ontext

0C their own cfiures.

General Theory and Research Relevant to the Open Universili

Because of the contextual nature of learning, there is surprisingly little

reser-h or theory from outside the University which appears directly

relevant to our needs. Much of the largely American laboratory-type

research on educational media has looked at media in isolation fcoT the stidents'

genera: learning context, (see Bates, 1981, for a critique of this kind

o' research).

wowever, in recent years, a general theory of learning from media has begun

("' 5P developed, which has been based on research into the unique

c:,a'acs.eristics of each medium, and has tried to answer the question:

.,'Llt '(:) students 'earn from television (or radio, etc.,) that cannot be

ar,ec.: from other media?"

To answer that question, one must look at the role that media play in

'-e0C'sing. A medium is one way through which knowledge can be renrPsented

it is a w:ndow Or the world. Knowledge of the same topic or concept t'ioueh

can be represented in many ways: verbally, numerically, physically, concyd.,,,,

symhol;ra"y. Thus the experience of "heat" can he represented by words

("it is hot"), by numbers (110°P), physically by touch (feeling the heat),

'.))/ concept ( "for,,, Or energy arising from random motion of molecules of

bodies"), or symbolically (a man dragging himself through the desert.).

;--ach way of "knowing" heat is different. Eventually though the learner

,ust rela,u ull these experiences together to fully understand the idea or

'concept" of "heat". Teaching aims at rindinq suitable means of conveyi-q

nr representing knowledge and skills to learn.Irs. Television may be one

or. those means. Thus television may provide a different way of knowing

4
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about a concept from being told about it or experiencing it. Teaching

though i about IA:ire than just presenting or representing knowledge of

in a variety ol ways. It is also about using that knowledge.

O'sen and Bruner (1974) have used this distinction between acquirino and

using knowledge to argue that knowledge (or content) is invariant across

'ec'ia, bet menta' skill', are more dependent on the right choice of medium

(or their development. Thus 'earners can acquire facts, ideas, principles,

eninions, relationship crom any medium, whereas skills such as observation,

d'alysis,prc,Yem solving are developed better by some media rather thin

A rec:,enent of tiffs hypothesis is Sa;amon's Proposition (1979) that t'le

systirns Lv.ioue to di"erent media do not facilitate learning in a

simp'e, _nieimensional manner, but can facilitate learning in one o' tnree

ways:

(a) by activating already existing mental skills, through

providing practice in their use;

'b; by short-circuit,n9 difficult mental processes, through symbol

systems representing knowledge in a new way;

c) by supplanting or modelling the mental elaborations required

i.e. 'e-distratirg to learners how to move from point A to point

B 'o incorporate new knowledge.

Salemoe a1 c'' arnues that if learner, are already familiar or knowledgeable

in a specific area, their response to the use of different media will be

different than if the knowledge to be !earned is new. If learners are

already familiar with the subject area, choice of medium will be ltss

important for knowledge acauisition. However, the more the medium oresen's

knowledge which differs from the 'earner's already existing knowledge base,

the more mental effort or elaboration will be required to incorporate tha'

knowledge. In such circumstances, it will matter how well the medium is

metched to the learning task.

He goes on to aroue that where media enable difficult mental processes to

be short circuited, knowledge acquisition is speeded up, but mental skills

are not develope!. Modelling on the other hand will develop mental skills,

if these do not exist or are not well-develo)ed, but modelling will actuall



interfere with learning is the learner is already knowledneable in the

I have considerable reservations about these hypotheses (see Bates, loPlc

'or a full critique) , but they are useful in bringing to attention the mdtu,,

learhire thro.,c1 media, and there is some support for such hvpothese, tr()

"e ',niversity',=. own experience. Por instance, although it may no

always be conscious eo'icy, in Open University courses the same content is

usually dealt with in different media, but different approaches Or ways

of dealing with t',1t common content is found :n each medium, resulting

in students oroces!,Ing or u5"10 '.1-1a1_ knowledge in different ways.

'hus a r-edium has two functions in the learning process:

ka) the presentation or knowledge in a different way from

the ntesentat'on o the same knowledge through anothe

medium, thus ,)rovi2inn a broader base of "kno,ing"

knowinc "what" in different ways;

`b) the devalopment or certain mental skills in using knowledne

knowing "how" in different ways.

sJck a theory has a strong empirical base (and this has yet to be

.:em,.)-c'rated;. it is -ecessary for teachers and producers to identify

-.ror'y those ski!'s which are most suited to development through

:art;c.,10, media. I hope to show that some of our research can be seen
,s so-e sue, ',kills.

.hat Roles Do Aud:o-Visua' Media Play in Open University Learning?

The University ha,,, over the past 12 years, jointly produced with the BBC

over 3000 television programmes and a similar number of radio programmes,
rlus over 500 cassettes and 100 records. The range and variety cf output
',as been enormous. !t could he argued that each programme is a unique
-event' . Any attempt at classification is extremely difficult.

With such a wide range possible uses the AVMRG has had to concentrate

its more detail:w research into student learning en specific examples of

programme types or functions which dre commonly used in the Open University,

or reeresent possibly ma:or new developments it the use of audio-vlsual
media. Snecicically, we have looked at television used or the following

purposes:



the presentation of abstract mathematical concepts through si'ent

,nimation, (231 Akrens et al., 19751;

the construction of physical models to represent abstract

Y1291 - P,otes, ')7Ca'.

- the illu,,"rdtion through a locaticn visit, of industrial

ap ^l cat'on' of :11eflical processes (S24 Gallagher, 1975a);

the use of Oramatisot.ion for enriching; students' interpretation

o' a nos,e1 (A302 grown and Gallagher, 1978);

the _'nforcemen- n' techniques and concepts dealt with in other

ccmpnelts (5333 - Berrinan, 1976; 0101 - Kern, 1976);

he development if s"kills in using television as part of open

Yniversity ,,tudic.. (D302 Gallagher, 1977a 0101 Morgan 1971;

the use of telev.sion for presenting case-study material (E721

Gallagher, 1977b, 0282 - Brahmawong and Bates, 1977; 7101 Brown,

1981,

t',e effect of co-production on the learning effectiveness of

programmes for 01.; students (S354 - Marcus, 1980a)

retard to radio, studies have been 'rade on:

the use or radio to elaborate or discuss material in a television

oroqrar,m4- (c221 Gellacihet, 1975h; TI O1 Brown, 1981):

the use -)f dramatisation to illustrate the role of human facto's

an,, the complex

'Q75r);

nature QC, decision-making (E221 Gallagher,

the use of student discussions, to encourage students to make their

own interpretations of novels (A302 Koumi, 1975);

the use of radio-vision (radio prooramme combined with a stereo

slide viewer, r,,ck samples and special', ,)repared printed material)

(S333 - BErrinan, 1977).



It would need another article to deal fully with the question of the teaching

roles of television and radio in the Open University. It is though of

relevance to the theme of student learning that an analysis of the

programme and other curse material for those programmes that we studied

showed that in ecneral, the programmes were providing knowledge or

developire skills in ways that were not found elsewhere in the course.

However. at the same time, the fact ,hat the programmes were being used

in this way did not itself auarantee that the rec Jired learning would

take place. For nearly every different teaching function examined, we

have found examples where the strateay of using television or radio in

that wav has been both successful and unsuc-essful. In other words,

there are other conditions which have to be net as well.

To provide examples of this, I will choose two very different kinds of

programmes, television case-studies, and programmes which aim to reinfor,.e

concepts taught elsewhere in the course.

Case-Studies and Documentaries

The use of television to provide case-study material is very widespread

in the Open University. We have made several detailed studies of such

programmes. A full summary of results, a critique, and advice to academics

involved 7n such programmes,can be found in Bates and Gallagher (1977)

There 's also an excellent discussion of this kind of Open University

Programminc Grahame Thompson of the University's Social Science Faculty

(Thompson. 19791. The main results we found were as follows:

The functions of the programmes in terms of the skills required of

students, and the way content was treated, were quite different from

those of the :orrespondence texts. The correspondence texts were

theoretical, analytical and didactic. The television programmes

dealt with concrete situations, presented "images" of complex, real-

world situations, and were open-ended, open to interpretation, and

non-analytical. Producers and academics expected students to 21121121

the television material, using the theoretical or analytic constructs

provided in the correspondence texts; to apply what they had learned

in the texts to the real-world situations observed in the television

programmes; to generalise or draw conclusions from the specific instances

i" the program to test, evaluate, or compare the applicability of

general princi _s in the text the "real-world" instances found in

the television programmes.



In several instances. the programmes were the only place ;71 the course

where students were able o develop or practice these kinds of learn:ng

skills, other than in answering assignment or examination questions.

(In some cases, "readers" collections of papers or written case-studie.

provided a similar opportunity).

S. Academics and producers most cases agreed on the relevance of the

programme., to tfw they ...A, congruence between the cor.ten

of the prograle-, drW th, tonteot of the correspondence texts, al though

the treatment of content in the choice of examples were different.

4. For some of the propramroc, investigated, a majority of the students

did tl,Dt think that the programmes were very relevant or helpful ("I

le,,Irned nothing new from this.")

5. For most of the programmes investigated, a large minority (about a

third) of students misunderstood the purpose or function of the

programmes - they were looking to the programmes to provide new

content, or explanation of difficulties encounter , in the

correspondence texts.

S. Less than one-third of students, for any programme, both understood

tkl purpose of such programmes and appeared able to use the programme

material in the ways suggested in (1) above. One-third of students

0" average did understand the purpose of such programmes, but

appeared unable to use the programme material in the way intended.

7. A majority of students wanted more help in using such programmes.

It seens clear from these particular kinds of programmes that televisior

is being used to encourage high-level mental skills (high-level, in the

sense that they depend on the development of other learning skills, before

they can be used - see Bloom, 1956 or Gag4 1970). It is also clear that

many students, even at third level, with many OU courses behind them, find

it difficult to use television in this way. Students' ex ectations of

the role of media such a., television ate al.,o different - they tend to

judge programme mat,.rfal by the extent to which it adds new knowledge

or e.<plains knowledge inadequately dealt with in the texts; not by the

extent to which it enables them to use the knowledge gained in texts.
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Some useful lessons have been learned from the research. On one course

(D302) a programme (TV2) was made which showed students how they were

expected to approach a previously viewed documentary programme. After

seeing the second programme (which was one of the most highly rated

programmes we have evaluated at the OU), students' appreciation of the

first programme increased considerably, and, more s.gnificantiy, a

further third of the students were able to use the first programme's

material in the way intended 'Gallagher 1977a). rhe BBC, RTS, and 1ET

have now jointly designed a wo package, "Learning from Television"

aimed at new foundation cours, students and tutors, which provides

examoes of different uses of teIev; on and suggestions on how best to

approach such material. Lastly, the new Social Science foundation cuur,e

(D102), due to appear in 1982, is deliberately structuring Its programmes

in order to develop students' skills in using television in various wiys.

The implication is quite clear. Students do not automatically know how

to use instructional television to best advantage. The further a programme

moves away from overtly didactic teaching, the more help students need

to develop the necessary skills to beenfit from such programmes.

Television as Reinforcement

11 contrast to case-study programmes, D102, TV7 was intended to directly

reinforce a section of the Unit 7 correspondence text. Thus both the

Programmes and the text dealt directly with "Hockett's Design Features".

Both the producer and the academic responsible for the unit believed

that a full understanding of the 16 design features described in the text

recuired both vision and motion to show the ioncepts in action. A feature

of the programme was the participative exercises, where six different film

sequences illus`rating inst.eIces of communication between animals or

humans were shown to the students, who were asked to select during thy_

Programme the correct design feature which each sequence illustrated.

An evaluation of the programme by Kern (1976a) showed that the programme

was very highly rated by the students, who found the programme helpful

and interesting. A majority of students stated that the programme gave

then a better understanding of the 16 features.

5333, TV3 had similar aims of reinforcement of material covered elsewhere

in the course. Two section', in the techniques Handbook which were considered

essential but difficult were also covered in the television programme.

Although an evaluation (Berrigon, 1977) showed that generally students reacted

favourably to the programme higher proportion of students (about one-
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third in all) was dissatisfied with the programme than was the case with

0101, TV7. There were several reasons for this. The main student criticism

of 5333 TV3 was that the programme did not deal adequately with the

difficulties encountered in the Techniques Handbook. The two sections

specifically dealt with were not treated in sufficient depth to help

students who had found difficulties with these sections; other sections

in the Handbook which caused some students more difficulty were not

dealt with at all. While 0101, TV7 had been tried out in advance on a

small group of students to get the pace right, no atterl,pt was made on

S333 TV3 to ascertain exactly what the difficulties were, and how best

to treat them.

The general point underlying the research into the use of television

both or case studies and for direct reinforcement of textual material

is that both uses of the medium can be valuable but the necessary conditions

cor success have to be met. I shall therefore in the rest of this paper

try to identity what these main conditions are, and how they affect

learning from audio-visual media.

Delivery

The first condition that has to be met in a distance learning system

is the delivery of material. In the Open University this is a particular

problem for television and radio. In 1974, when all courses had repeats,

and at least one transmission at times which the students themselves rated

as convenient, the mean viewing rate across all programmes and courses

was 64%. This can be interpreted in one of two ways: any individual

student was to watch almost two-thirds of the programmes on his

course; or any individual programme was likely to be seen by almost two

thirds of the students on that course (Bates 1975a). This though is an

average figure covering the whole year. Viewing d:ops off considerably

during the summer period, due to holidays and summer schools, and at the

end of the acad,:mic year, as students concentrate more on revision for

exams (Bates, 1975a), so up to about July, viewing figures for most

programmes were averaging between 75% - 809 in 1974.

rive years later, the average viewing figure was 55%, a drop of Ewer 8%,

1,0rundin, 1980). Nor was this drop evenly spread between the faculties.

!,cience courses (which in 1974 had the highest average viewing figures)

(rapped 13%, whereas Mathematics courses (which had the lowest viewing

rates in 1974) hardly d.opued at all. Close examination of the data shows

'hat the drop in viewing rates can almost all be explaineu in terms of



deteriorating transmission times, for two reasons. The same courses

surveyed in 1974 or 1976 and then again in 1979 (and there were 26 such

courses) had dropped their viewing rate by an average of 11% although tho

course and its programmes were the same. Secondly, new courses in their

first year of presentation, even in 1979, were given generally good vewiny

times and maintained on average good viewing figures in that first year

of presentation.

The dc -rioration in transmission times is due to two factors. The first

is the gradual deterioration in the overall mean "quality" of transmission

time - more times 5cinn usec' which are less conveni,..nt to students. The

second is the removal of repeat transmissions, which reduces the choice sted,hts

have of times at which to watch.

Furthermore, the situation will deteriorate even further in 1982, when

evening transmissions are lost. Our predictions (which have been extreme'y

accurate over the last five years) are that the mean viewing rate will drop

below '20% in 1982 (although the proposed VCR scheme may just keep it at

around 509;). If the average viewing opportunity in 1982 was the same as in

1974, there would be 180,100 more student .fewings of OU television

programmes than what we predict will occur in 1982. This is a tremendous

loss of viewing. If students do not see programmes, they cannot learn

from them. No single fac.or can have had a greater impact on student

learning from television th3n this loss of viewing.

If the mean quality of transmission time cannot be maintained, effective

learniN, from television for the majority of Open University students can

be achieved only by drastically reducing the number of programmes for

transmission (to give more repeats), or by finding additional means of

viewing (such as through a video cassette scheme).

While the transmission problem is very serious, it needs to be kept in

proportion. ",any courses will continue to receive good transmission times

on a Saturday or Sunday, and even in 1982, many programmes will still be

repeated or also available on cassette. So what can be done to ensure that

students who are able to watch or listen can learn effectively from them?

Students' Prior Ex2:rience of Learning from Television and Radio

When a student begins studying at the Open University, he or she is not a

tabula rasa. Students already have experience of te'evision and radio.

Brown (1980) carried out a study of new students' attitudes to radio,

comparing their attitudes before beoinning to study OU foundation courses
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with their attitudes after completing their foundation courses. Brown

found that there were marked differences between students in their

experience of general service radio broadcasting. Students registered

for the Artc Faculty were more likely to hear regularly a wide range of

programme ft-mats including talks, drama and documentaries. Students

registered for the foundation course in Mathematics, Science, and

Techrol ly spent more c their listening tuned to BBC Radio 1 and BBC

Radio 2. whose output is predominantly music and mpozine programmes.

This suggested that students registering for the different introductory

courses tended to use radio in different ways. Yiis conclusion was

suppDrted by the response to o question which asked students how frequently

they listened to a range of programme types. These data showed that

Mathematics, Science, and Technology students begin their foundation

courses with a much more limi , experience of radio than do Arts, and to

a lesser extent Social Science students. All groups regularly used radio

for news bulletins and music but other programme formats, such as

documentaries. talks, and plays are !ess commonly experienced by the

students registering for Mathematics, since and Technology.

The possibility that their day to day use of radio before joining the

Open University may have been poor preparation for their use of radio

as a learning resource was reinforced when students were asked whether

they ever listened to radio without doing something else at the same time.

Approximately half the student sample said they NEVER listened to the radio

without doing something else. Clearly, using news bulletins and music as

a background to other activities is unlikely to help students develop the

ability to lei,rn from radio when it is used as part of a University course.

Data from the second questionnaire showed clearly that Foundation Course

radio had been used most heavily by Arts Faculty students, though comparatively

te.a students on other foundation courses - with the exception of those

taking the Mathematics course - had not heard at least some of the programmes.

An analysis of the criteria used by students to gauge the value of radio

suggested that at least part of the explanation for the greater use of

radio by Arts students was that they were far more willing than those in

other courses to see radio used to broaden the course and provide new

perspectives on the subject matter. In other courses the majority of

students had much narrower views of radio's role. They saw it as explaining

and supporting the content of the correspondence texts usin9 the same

perspective and approach adopted in those texts. The attitudes to radio of

M101 students contrast strongly with their attitudes to television or

13



books. Morgan (1978) asked M101 students about which medium they felt most

comfortable with: M101 students ranked themselves most clearly as "book"

people, followed by convLrsation, television, newspaper, radio and film,

in that order It is not so surprising then that on M101, 28% of students

neve- listen to any M101 radio programmes, compared with only 23 who never

see any M101 TV programmes (Grundin, 1979).

The implication of this research combined with the research reported

earlier on the use of television for case-study, documentary-type programmes,

is obvious. It cannot i assumed that all students bring with them the

necessary skills for learning effectively from television or radio. However,

at least with television, students are initially willing to watch. Radio

Provides a formidable challenge to Maths, Science and Technology courses.

If it is to be used, not only must students be helped, but the value

of its role most be clearly understood by students, even before they start

studyirg. This suggests that a radical change in thl current use of radio

in these faculties at foundation level is required or alternatively a

major effort needs to be mounted to explain to such students ±.1.y.v the use

of a medium to broaden a course and to provide new perspectives on subject

matter is a valuable part o( a University education. It will also probably

be necessary for the value of such a role to be recognised in assessment

policy.

Strdent Control over Audio-Visual Media

/ major difficulty that students face that applies only to broadcast

television and radio and not to printed material is the lack of student

control over access and use of broadcast material. These difficulties

can be overcome, of course, by the use of cassettes or discs (audio or

video), but for most courses being produced over the next few years the

University will still need to rely heavily on broadcasting, at least for

televisiol. It is worth then comparing in some detail v.he different

implications for learning of broadcast and recorded material.

a. Broadcasts. Tabl'e 1 (over) lists the control features associated

with broadcasts, and the implications for learners:



Table I: Control Characteristics of Broadcasts

Broadcast Characteristic Learner Implications

Fixed schedJles Fixed time to view

Scarcity of time (hence only Limited respcnse to material

one or two transmissions;

Ephemeral Non-repeatable; non-retrievable
(except by memory)

Conti nuous Thinking "on-the-run"

siclistic (i.e. a single unit) Reflexion, analysis,
restructuring, relating to

other materials, all difficult

Aimed at "average" target No room for Individual

viewer differences in pace

"Rich" in meaning Interpretable in different
ways and at different levels
but only a limited range o'
interpretation permissable
in time available for any one

student

Some of the implications for learners in Table 1 are obvious, but some need

comment. Because it is necessary to watch or listen at fixed times, and

because 't is not possible to stop or interrupt a broadcast at a speci 'ic

9oint, it is more difficult for the learner to integrate of relate

broadcast materials to other learning. If ideas or thoughts are stimulated

during a programme, the learner runs the risk of either losing the

thread of the programme, or the three:' of his or her ideas, unless there

is a mental capacity for doing both simultaneously. (If there is such a

mental capacity, it proi-,ably needs training for it to be effective).

Some producers at the OU have argued that broadcastIng teaches learner,

to think "en the run", and that this is an essential everyday skill. We

have found little evidence though to chow that experienced OU students are

any better at this than new students. On the contrary, several of the

studies have indicated a rapid "forgetting" of earlier parts of the

programme as the programme progresses (.1.q. Bates, 1975b).



Radio material can be retrieved to some extent by notes, which use the

same verbal coding system as the medium in which the information is

transmitted. With television, however, visual information in particular

is difficult to code in note form, since with note-taking, the coding of

the overall "meaning" of the total experience is done verbally. Our re',earcl,

(e.g. Gallagher, 1975b; Gallagher, 1977b; Kern, 1977a) has shown that

most students find it impossible to take notes while viewing, and those

that r'o are usually very dissatisfied with their notes.

No matter what the level of programme, the very nature of broadcasting

means Lhat the target audience will vary considerably in language skills

and general ability. Programme makers have to make assumptions about

the "appropriate" level, but there will always be a majority of the

target audience who will not find the pace suitable, in terms of strict

learning goals. The continuous and fixed pace of a programme does not

allow for individuals to re-work or "jump" in their thinking to the level

which best suits them.

However, this must be balanced against the "richness" of television in

conveying a wide range of meaning within the same programme. As Salomon

(1979) has pointed out, television combines several different symbol

system :, allowing for wide variations in interpretation of meaning.

T)i, in turn permits students of differing levels of ability and background

to abstract different levels of meaning. (We shall see later under

"individual Differences" - that this frequently leads less able students

to underestimate the "difficulty" of programmes). however, the richness

of the material makes it all the more important for students to have thP

opportunity to explore more fully the content than is possible with a

single, unbroken transmission.

b. Recorded material. Table 2 lists (over) ii- control features

associated with reco-Jedtel,:y7sion, and the implications for

learners.

If3



Table 2: Control Characteristics of Recorded Material (Cassettes)

Recorder Characteristics Learner Implications

Available when required

Rewind/fast forward facility

Stop-start facility

Convenient

Repetition; mastery learning

Integration with other media;
activities integrated with ca',sette;
more room for individual variAticn

Non - continuous /Segmented Reflexion, analysis, restructuring

easier

The advantages to learners of recorded material over broadcast material

are well-known, and generally need little elaboration. it is possible,

if learners have the time, and the level of the material is not too wide

of the mark, for learners with a wide range of abilities to repeat the

material until they have mastery of it. Course designers car integrate

recorded material more closely with other learning materials, so learners

can move b?tween different media as and when required. More importantly,

learners can control their learning, so that they can reflect on the

,flaterial, analyse or restructure it, as best suits them. Recorded material

*:herefore considerably increases the control of the learner (and the teAcher)

,,ver the way audio-visual media can be used for learning purposes.

he research clearly shows the advantage of moving broadcasts into a

ecorded form. Grundin (197b) found that tne average helpfulness rating

or radio programmes recorded on audio-cassettes was over 50 per cent that

'5, more than twice as high as the rating of the same programmes when they

were broadcast (25%). Since over 87% of undergraduate students have access

to equipment for audio-cassette playback (Grundin 1980) and since the

Jniversity provides a free library service for students who want cassette

recordings of OU radio programmes, much more could be done to encourage

itudents from the outset to use recordings of existing radio programme,.

However, a radio programme still tends to be of a continuous nature, and is

less easily linked directly to other course components in de:ign, than

programmes designed from the outset for cngsette use. Cassettes can be

as long or as short as the cource team wants, and ran make extensive use 01



the stop/start facility, and the opportunity to look and listen at the

same time. Thus the student can be encouraged to interact with print or

other visual material. Cassettes can be used to talk students through

difficult materials - diagrams, formulae, exercises, etc., often in

a way similar to programmed learning, but in a much more personal and

informal manner. Cassettes can be tightly integrated with the

correspondence texts, enabling students to switch from one medium to

another, or to use both simultaneously. Durbridge (1981) has commented

on the "informal", "familiar"natore OT presentation on cassette compared

with radio.

Durbridge (1980a; 1980b) has carried out several studies of students'

use of specially designed audio-cassette material, and from these studies,

has produced a cassette-vision package setting out good and bad practice

in cassette design, using examples from Open University courses.

The extra student control that cassettes have brought to audio material

is also possible in theory for television. However, in practice, the

University will be able to rely less on video-recording (either on cassette

disc) than audio recording, even for most new courses, over the

next few years. There are several reasons for this.

rirst of all, a video-cassette system is much more expensive for the

iniversity to operate than an audio- cassette system. Cost, are several

times higher for video-cassettes, z.ind currently, only la of students have

access to a video recorder. The scheme being introduced in 1982 will

cover only 23 out of the University's 140 courses, and even with

expansion, it is unlikely, on grounds of cost, to replace completely

broadcast television on many courses. Those students without their own

machines will have to use machines at local centres or in other students'

homes. Thus there will be less opportunity for intensive individual use.

-s with audio cassettes.

However, much more could be done with broadcast television to increase

learners' control over the material. The use of activities built into

the programme was very popular and successful with D101, TV7 (Kern, 1976a).

Such a use of television - to teach classification - of course is often

not approprict, but more could be (low_ titan at present to repeat short

sections of programmes so that students have the opportunity to analyse

and think about the material,to build in direct links (in the commentary)

to other components, to assist with analysis and interpretation timing

a programme, and to edit material in such a way that the meaning is not
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buried in a series of apparently disconnected events (see Rates and

Gallagher, 197/, for more discussion of this approach). Both Gallagher

(1978) and Thompson (1979) have argued that the Open University has nut

developed a new style of broadcasting unique to its own situation, but

has adopted the form and styles of conventional broadcasting. It wil!

be interesting to see whether D102 achieves a new style of broadcasting

which combines both "good" television practice and provides more suppyrt

for students in !earnine from television.

"Relevance"

One of the main reasons given by students for not watching or listening

to Open University broadcasts or not treating them seriously - is thcir

perceived lack of "relevance". There are two main reasons why programmes

are not perceived as re'evant by students. In one case, the programmes are

relevant, but students do not have sufficient information or skills to

see the relevance of the programm t material. In the other, the material

is not relevant, in that, with the best will in the world, even the

course team would find it difficult to make links between the television

programme and the rest of the course.

I shall not deal with the latter case. In none of our evaluations have

we so far come across programmes that were not relevant to the main aims

and objectives of the course. The question thee. is even more curious:

why do so many students so often perceive programmes to be irrelevant?

For instance, Brown (1981), in his evaluation of T101 broadcasts, found

that although students often learned what the course teams wanted them

to learn from the programmes, they were not only unable to see the

relevance or significance of the programmes, but they were also unaware

that they had learned something important from the programmes. This woul

not matter, of course, if it had not influenced their viewing behaviour.

However, unfortunately, after a good start, viewing figures by the end of

the year were lower on T101 than on most other foundation courses. Lack

of relevance was one of the main reasons given by students for non-viewing.

Perceived relevance is a complex phenomenon. It seems to be influenced

by several '''fferent factors: assessment r_licy; overt integration of

broadcasts with texts; timing of broadcasts in relation to study or otter

components; schedul'A of print and broadcast productions; and choice of

inappropriate programme material. I will deal with each of these in turn.
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(a) Assessment Policy. Anything included in a course by a course team -

including the programmes - might be considered relevant by definition.

However, students have a very instrumen,a1 approach to studying at the

Open University. Time is a precious commodity, so for many, their main

criterion for judging relevance is: gill it help me get better grades?

Put at its crudest, this can be rephrased as can I get good marks on

assignment and exarination questions without watching or listening to the

broadcasts?

This presents a oroblem for the broadcasts. With transmission times

getting more difficult, course teams are not allowed to set questions

which can be answered only if students have seen or heard a programme,

unless an alternative question is set. One study (Gallagher, 1977b)

showed that only one-fifth of the students attempted a broadcast-rel,ted

question (although 85% of students saw the programme), and the averace

grades awarded for the broadcast-related assignment was below that fcr

the alternative assignment questions. There is evidence that deliberately

setting CMA questions which can only be answered through watching the

programmes does improve helpfulness, relevance and viewing figures

(Bates, 1973; Bates,1975a; Kern, 1977b) but also increases student

resentment and can lead to trivial questions, or questions which do rot

really test the e.isential audio-visual component of the programmes (Fates,

1973; Kern, 1977b). Also if the role of media is to present (the same)

knowledge in new ways, or to develop certain skills, such an approach seem,

to be the wrong way to tackle the problem. Thus c!ertly setting assignments

on broadcasts may improve the perceived relevance of programmes, but

possibly at the expense of a sensible assessment strategy, and may disadvantaie

students unnecessarily (see Kern, 1976b and Bates,1975c for a full d;scuss;an

of this issue).

The main difficulty appears to be how to help students see the relevance

of material and approaches contained in the broadcasts, and to draw on

this and other - material when tackling assignments. They key to this

lies in the integration between text and programme material (see over), but

one facto,- which would help would be a clear recognition and identification

of the skills wrich are specifically intended to be developed through

broadcasts (if any For instance, given ;hat the intention of many of th .

case-study programmes we have analysed /IJ; been to develop skills of

analysis, application, generalisation, synthesis, etc., it would seem

perfectly valid to set assignment questions which deliberately attempted

to test these skills. If students are clear at the beginning of the course
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hat this is one of the'r'oles for broadcasting, they might see the relevance

,f the programmes in a dif'erent light. it might also be noted that a

lair test of the development of such skills might be a request to students

'o analyse a short programme segment - on video cassette under examination

.ondicions (e.g. "Explain the situation portrayed in the programme segment

*n terms of the main nrinciples covered in the correspondence texts"). In

)rder to be able to do this however, course teams must be clear about what

kills they intend television, radio or cassettes to develop, as distinct

c-rom the texts, a1(' these intentions mist be successfully communicated

.o students through the progrcnmes themselves.

(b) Integration of broadcast', with texts. A main difficulty for many

,tudents is the lack of explicit links between the programmes and the

:orrespondence texts. It is the exception rather than the rule to get

'efererces to television or radio programmes in the text and even rarer

to get in the text any form of analysis or discussion of programme material

Conversely, it is rare for programmes to refer explicitly to sections of

thetext. (This is often due to the different production schedules for text

and broadcasts see below). Frequently, the bridge between text and

programme is made through the broadcast notes, and it is not surprising

then that on many courses, the broadcast notes are rated more helpful than

the programmes themselves. It is clear from many of the studies (e.g.

7311agher, 1975,b; Gallagher, 1975c; Gallagher, 1977,b; Brahmawong and

sates, 1977; Brown, 1981) that students find it very difficult to make the

connection between television or radio programmes and the text, even though

a great deal of help may be given in the broadcast notes. The success of

M101 in particular, where texts and broadcasts have been tightly integrated,

and of audio-cassettes, where again the links between texts and programmes

are explicit, indicates the importance to students of explicit links

contained in both programmes and text. The need for these explicit links

is not because students are stupid or lazy. In discussion with producers

and academics, we have found that it is often extremely difficult for them

to explain the conceptual relationship between programme and text. For

students to do this without guidance, a full understanding of the subject

area, and high -level skills, are required. There will always be some

who can do this there will be m=4ny :,ther, who cannot, unless helped.

(c) Timing of broadcasts in relation to other components. Some of the

earlier studies carried cut by ti!t. AVMPJ, and tol leagues (Ahrens, Burt and

Gallagher, 1975; Bates, 1975i); ,n1loghe,, 1975b) indicated that most students

were usually studyinci 'PP IS 't IC's' two or thrro wIeeperhedulo
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which meant that hroadco,,tr, ere often watched or :istened to before stucePt

had covered those part- rif the correspondence text, to which proarar.xle., kArc

linked (or were mis5ed attouethir, because '.tudent' de re t ry i nn to (_.at

These studies also estIblished that students' work patterns were determine.'

manily by the TMA cut-off dates rasher than by the timing of the broadcas-.

This meant that programmes were often seen coside-ably out of synchro ),

with study of th textua' material, and this obviously affected the ne,ce:

relevance and helpfulness of the programmes. A number of suggestions qe?0

made - that orogrammeL, be intt()(juctery rather than depend on prior

reading of the text- or that repeats short!,' be shown three weeks after

transmission etc.

However, rather thar accept these compromises or integration, the M101

course team took the bul, by the horns, and structured the television,

radio and audio-cassette material so tightly with the text that great

pressure was put on the students to work to schedule on all components.

there were sections in the text which directed students to watch or li,tet

to programmes, then carry out work (in the text itself) based on the

programmes.

This strategy was highly successful. A study by Womphrey (1978), showed

that over 75 of responding M101 students kept up with or in advance (:f

the television pacing, and of those who were behind the TV pacing, half

were less than one week behind. The M101 viewing rate was 782; comnated

qith 63% for M100) , and the helpfulne's ratings for M101 were much hi{ her

than or M100. and the second highest in the faculty.

1: is an example where close integration of programmes and text overcome

the scheduling problem rend increased the relevance of at least the

television programmes.

(d) Scheduling of print and prom-dime production. To obtain such close

integration between text and programmes, the schedule of print and programme

production has to be carefully synchioni,e(1, ,c) that programme scripting,

editing and commentary can take account of draft texts, and final drafts

of texts can take account of nrogramm :naterial. In practice, however,

it has often proved extremely diflitil. -h. 1.1 such close synchronisation

of production Sum routs(' 'lave not hau producers

or assigned in time. On other otu,', leams, 1,0y academics have not been

available - or their draft texts have not been written when programmes

were to be scripted or edited. On some course teams, no attempt has been

'1- 4 V (41, ,IMAtclapfsyncimpnioettroadcast and 1,Y' production, because, due to prior
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staff commitments, they were on different time schedules from the beginning.

Lack of synchronisation in p,oduction is probably the main reason why it

is difficult to make explicit links between programmes and texts. , do not

wish to minimise the difficu'ties of two large and complex organisation

both with highly individual and creative staff, achieving such detailed

synchronisation of activitie, The will is usually there, but practic. I

difficulties often render synchronisation impo..sible. Even then, as I

have previous:y noted, pogr..mmes Ily elevant to the aims and

goals of the course. Howeve., when students n'ed to make conceptual leaps

to link programme material w th texts, with little help other than from

broadcast notes, there is ofen a major loss of learning from the programme,,.

In such cases, the programme:, are wrongly seen by students as irrelevur:t,

and hence 6ispensable.

(d) Inappropriate programme material. POthough it was not a frequently

occuring event in our evaluations, the choice of material which was

visually interesting or attractive, but not directly relevant to the alms

or purposes of the programme, sometimes drew vehement criticism from

students. For instance, in S333, TV3, (Berrigan, 1976) students found a

section which showed a volcano erupting extremifly irritating, as it threw

no light on the topics under discussion, and ;eemed to have been included

at the expense of some of thy more relevant and difficult aspects of the

topics under consideration. However, it must he said that this appearl, to

be a relatively infrequent and minor factor affecting students' judgement

of relevance. Much more important are the structural relationships between

texts and programmes.

Individual Differences

The last major factor which appears to affect learning from audio visual

media is individual student differences. Students appear to differ

greatly in their interest in, or ability to learn from, different media.

I have already discussed earlier student attitudes to learning from

different media even before they begin their studies. Students' response

to Open University radio in particular ;$ extro2ly varied. Whereas most

students on most courses do seem to make an effort to warci. the majority

of television programmes, there is no coherent pattern or radio. Some

students listen to none. Others listen to them all. Some listen to half.

5tudents are equally distributed in their radio listening pattern (Bates, 1975a).

I can only interpret this as an indication of strong individual ,,references

for learning from speritic
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There ;eems to be three conclusions one can draw. Although radio may not

be used a great deal by a lot of students, those students who do use it

regularly find it extremely valuable. (This is supported by Durbridge'

study (1980a) of the use of radio on S101). Secondly, given such wide

individual differences in media preferences, it is important to previdt

a wide range of media for students. In this way, each student is Iiko1y

to find at least one means of acquiring knowledge with which he or ,,he

is comfrtable. Sore redundancy in media provision may therefore he

necessary, if dropout i to be kept down. Mildly, it may be important

to try and help students to make more use of less preferred media, through

training and help within courses themselves.

One very important eifference was noted in three different large scale

broadcast surveys (Bates, 1975a; Gallagher, 1977c; Grundin, 1978). In all

these surveys, there was a greater tendency for students who passed their

exams to make use of broadcasts more than students who dropped out or `ailed

their exam; and students with grades A or B watched or listened nore to 012

programmes than students with pass grades C or D. These results are not

surprising, and are probably more to do with students' motivation and

workload, although it is clear evidence that the broadcasts do not have

negative effects. What is particularly significant however, is that the

oreaker students who do watch or listen rate the broadcasts as more helpful

than do the more successful students, and this trend is consistent from

fail up to A/B - a trend opposite to that for correspondence texts.

Having examined other possible explanations, Grundin concludes:

"It is possible though that broecasts in many courses are genuinek

more helpful for weak students than for more successful students.

Since weak students tend to tired 'he correspondence texts difficult

and less helpful (than strong students), these students would seem to

need more help from other c.omponents."

Grundin, 1977,c, p.24.

It therefore seems that students who are satisfied with the texts will

find the programmes less helpful, since they not need further explanation.

Note how closely these conclusions suuport ,.)tomon's theory of the differentrJI

effects of learning through media (o ). Note also the danger of concluding

that audio-visual media are not necessary because successful students do

not need them.
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There are a numbri of other important student differences identified by

the research. Koumi (1975) found that there were students who preferred

to learn through discussions, and other students who preferred to learn

from experts "telling them", and this affected students' appreciatior and

approach to radio or-)grammes. Gallagher (1977b) found three kinds 9f

student "tyles" in response to open-ended documenta-y-s cyle telryision

programmes: tho,.e that wanted straight instruction ( ldidacticists"); thoc,

that appreciated the value of ooen-ended programmes, but wanted more help

( "guidance- seekers "); and those that were happy with open-ended programmes

("explorers").

Again, it would seem important to find ways of helping students to broaden

their learning stiles, throu0 help in the programmes themselves, so th. t

their approach to learning matches the task.

Broadest Notes

Lastly, a great deal of research has been done on broadcast notes (see

particularly Kern, 1976c). It can be seen that unless programmes are

tightly integrated with texts, as in M101, courses will usually need some

form of broadcast notes. T101 in its first year of presentation tried

to avoid broadcast notes, first of all by attempting to get the texts to

comment on the programmes. When, due to scheduling difficulties, this

proved to be impossible, a two minute prologue was used to introduce e-ch

programme and relate it to the texts. This apparently was not a good

substitute for broadcast notes, as students found it difficult to remember

the points made in the prologue when watching the rest of the programme,

and afterwards, they had no permanent record or the programme (Brown, 19b!).

Students rarely read broadcast note-, in detail before a broadcast, so any

pre-reading should be kept to a minimum usually a statement of ohjective,,,

and two or three main points to watch out for during the programme. Stw.L

do had a brief resume of the main points of the programme, and diagrams or

tables shown in the programme useful for revision urposes. If a loc of

detail is provided, though, students will either not read the notes, or

read the notes, but not bother to watch or listen to the programme. The

main follow-up activity that student.: will do after a programme further

reading - and only about a half at a maxi!" will do this. If follow-up

activities are important, they are better incorpnrited in the main text, ^-

included in cassette activities. The most common mistake with broadcast

notes is to entrust them with the moin task of detailed integration of the

programme with the text. Some broadcast notes are over 40 pages long, and

there is no way students can Loci. ,lifh that extent of verbal explanation of
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and guidance on audio-vizuai media (!. ,)77b). The AVMRG has

produced a package on the design of broadcd.,c notes.

In Conclusion

4:C
I have tried to cover a lame body of research on student learning from

44C
audio-visual ri-edia at th Open I have not been able to discuss

methodology at all. Howiwer, it ib hOt generally appreciated that much of

0-- our research into individual programmes (as distinct from the Univel,ity-

LLD
CO

wide broadcast surveys) does try to measure exactly what students have

learned from the programmes, and how they nave integrated this with

their other learning, and is not just based on student eun ratings of

programmes. Although the research does indicate a number of major

Difficulties that course designers face in getting students Le learn from

audio-visual media, I hope I
have been able to show that the researcn does

support the view that radio and audio-cassettes do have unique rcles to play

in student learning at the Open University, and that it is worth the effort

to ensure that this potential is actually achieved.
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